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CONTINUING COMMITIEE 

OF THE 

PUGWASH CONFERENCES ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

Secretary-General: Professor J. ROTBLA T 

Chairman : The Earl Russell 

Members : 
Prof. E. Amaldi ; Academician L.A. Artsimovitch ; Prof. Bernard Feld ; 
Prof. Bentley Glass; Prof. L. lnfeld; Prof. V . M . Khvostov; Academician 
V. A . Kirillin; Dr. H . Marcovich ; Prof. R E. Peierls; Prof. C . F. Powell; 
Prof. Eugene Rabinowitch; Prof. V. Sarabhai: 

Dear Szilard, 

Telegraphic Address : Pugwash, London 

8, ASMARA ROAD, 

LONDON, N. W.2 

HAMpstead 1471 

8th May, 1964. 

l_3t~ugwash Conference on Science and World Affairs 

I am writing on behalf of the Pugwash Continuing Committee to 
invite you formally to the 13th Pugwash Conference which is to be held in 
Karlovy Vary, Czechoslovakia, from the 13th to 19th September, 1964. 
Some 90 scientists from 25 countries are being invited. 

The theme of the Conference will be 11 Disarmament and 
Peaceful Collaboration among Nations 11 and the programme envisages 
five Working Groups; the topics for the Working Groups are enclosed. 
Preliminary papers for each Working Group will be prepared by a small 
group meeting several days earlier. The final reports from the Working 
Groups will be discussed at the last plenary session of the Conference. 
The Conference is scheduled to finish at noon on the 19th September and 
all participants are asked to stay until the end. 

Except for the Opening Ceremony, all sessions of the 
Conference will be private. The reports from Working Groups, the 
conference papers and a summary of the discussions will be circulated 
in due course to former Pugwash participants, to Heads of Governments 
and other interested individuals or institutions. There will be no public 
statement from the Conference as a whole, but the Continuing Committee 
will issue a press release immediately after the Conference, summarizing 
the main findings and conclusions. 

The Conference is sponsored by the Czechoslovak Academy of 
Sciences. For the duration of the Conference the participants will be 
th e guests of the Czechoslovak Pugwash Group. For wives, the inclusive 
charge will be $10 per day. 
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Further information about the Conference is enclosed. I shall 

be very grateful if you will return the enclosed questionnaire to me as 

soon as possible, since the information is urgently needed by the 

organizers. 

As soon as your travelling arrangements are complete I smuld 

appreciate it if you would notify me of your time of arrival and flight 

number. With regard to a visa, please show this letter at your nearest 

Czechoslovak Consulate and inform them that the Czechoslovak Academy 

will pay for the visa; let me know if you encounter any difficulties. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Professor L. Szilard, 

The University of Chicago, 

The Research Institute, 

Chicago 37, 
Illinois, 

U.S. A. 

Yours sincerely, 
!. 





We have the honour to present you with this small 

publication on whose pages you wi II find a short 

review of the more important social centres of our 

hotel . 

It giv l(s }IS considerable pleasure to cof:lduct you 
,• • •- o 
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through' the·. disti.ngu;~lied~ roQ~f!S~ t-hm) lgh which, 

for over a century, there have passed generations 

of guests from all over the world. 

" Tell me where you live and I shall tell you who 

you are" is most appropriate for the type of 

clientele staying at the Grand Hotel MOSKVA, 

formerly the PUPP Hotel . 

Inside and out, the immaculate service reflects 

the highest standard of the 20th century. Carriages 

drawn by six pairs of horses have given way to 

240 HP cars, musical boxes have disappeared in 

favour of modern radios and television sets . How

ever, the courteous service and gracious , exclusive 

environment have remained. 

Hoping that we have pleased you with our small 

offering and that we shall have the privilege of 

seeing you soon , 

We remain, 

Yours truly, 

The Management of the Grand Hotel 

MOSKVA ( PUPP) 

Karlovy Vary 

Parked under the windows of the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) 

can be seen all kinds of luxurious cars bearing the flags of all 

continents of the world . 

• 
The fresh cool greenery and gorgeous masses of flowers of the 

adjoining hotel park create an enchantingly peaceful spot fre

quently sought out by the hotel guests. 
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Through the doors of the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) have 

passed generations of guests from all continents of the world . 

World history has been written in the hotel reception room 

and is closely connected with the centuries old tradition of this 

superb hotel. The visitor's books resound with the names of 

royalty, famous scientists , artists and statesmen who have stayed 

here throughout the years. 

The Small Salon is traditional for its charming atmosphere and 

is the hub of the hotel's social life. It is gay with activity from 

afternoon tea-time till late at night. The small dance floor, 

lilting dance music and singing add pleasure to the moments 

spent under the crystal vault of the Small Salon. The bar corner 

with its inexhaustible source of special world drinks is skilfully 

presided over by the popular barman, Misha. 
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The French Restaurant is one of the spots which 

the spa guests accord the greatest praise and 

acknowledgement. The menu of the French 

Restaurant and Mirror Restaurant Room is an 

absolute symphony of culinary art for gourmets 

from all over the world. 

The elegant English Salon is a 

gracious milieu for private parties . 

In the light of sparkling crysta I 

chandeliers and softly glowing can

dles , the fragrance of flowers and 

the aroma of choice foods many 

important meetings have taken 

place at the " Round Table". 
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The charming milieu of the Napoleonic Salon is also frequently 

sought out for private parties. 

• 
Open all day long, the day bar has also a gaming-room . 

We recommend: MOSKVA-PUPP COCKTAIL and KARLO

VARSKY COCKTAIL. 

The Florentina Bar is an exclusive night club 

frequented by the spa guests for its open-air alcazar 

and dance and mood music. The spacious Grand 

Hall is the centre of the traditional international 

fi I m festivals. 
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Because of its excellent acoustics the 

Grand Hall, which possesses the best 

organ in Central Europe, is always filled 

to the last seat during concerts . The 

popular balls held in this Hall are always 

brilliant affairs . 

Crowned heads and eminent personalities from all 

ove r the world have stayed in this spacious suite 

of th e Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP). 

A true gem of this suite is its adjoining white marble 

bathroom and sunny dressing-room located in the 

loveliest part of the hotel. 
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The whole series of small suites is furnished with 

elegant period furniture and rare paintings by 

famous classic artists . 

The bedrooms and drawing rooms with all 

amenities provide the guest with the atmosphere 

of a comfortable home. 
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Also the double bed-rooms are luxuriously furnished. Fine 

materials blend with the beautiful natural wood of the period 

furniture. 

There is a wide choice of single bed-rooms beautifully furnished 

in many different styles to meet the requirements of the most 

discriminating guests . 
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One of the most popular of the 

many public rooms is the Park Hotel 

Hall which has an active social life 

from early morning till late night. 

Its cleverly designed interior is ideal 

not only for dances, but also for 

small revues . 

The whole Park Hotel wing is excellently 

equipped to provide accommodation for 

large groups of guests , scientific, political 

and economic delegations. 

Important meetings , seminaries and international world con

ferences of many different branches, including the traditional 

medical congresses, are held here. 

In this wing of the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) as many as 

300 guests can be accommodated without difficulty. At their 

disposal is their own telephone exchange with radio telephone 

contact with all continents of the world . If required, an up-to

date translating system is installed in the main public rooms 

so that speeches and lectures can be listened to in five languages. 

The excellent cuisine has facilities for providing its large 

clientele with any specific dish required. 

The flawless service offered by the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) 

leaves nothing to be desired and guests will find this luxurious 

hotel a truly comfortable home from home. 
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ANN EX 

CENTRAL HOTEL 
Karlovy Vary , Leninovo namestf 17. 

Telephone : 4031 , 3031 

112 Rooms with telephon e and bath . 6 Suites . French Restau

rant. Wine Restaurant . Reception Hall. Salon for private banquets. 

This traditional hotel is located at the cross-roads of the busy 

social life of Karlovy Vary (Carlsbad). A leading hotel which 

is distinguished for its gracious modern atmosphere. 

ANNE X 

SEVASTOPOL HOTEL 
Karlovy Vary, St a lingr a dska 23 

Telephone: 4665 

87 Rooms , ISO beds with baths , telephone and lift. Hall. Restau

rant . Pub I ic Rooms. 

This annex to the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) is situated 

directly opposite " LAZNE " (Baths) I and is thus eminently 

suitable for those taking the cure. 
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ANN EX 

ATLANTIC HOTEL 
K a rlovy V a ry, Tr ziste 23 . 

Telephon e 4715 

38 Rooms, 66 beds, all amen it ies. Situated in the heart of the 

spa, this hotel affords a charming view of the famous "Vridlo" 

(Sprudel) of Karlovy Vary and Tepla Creek. 

A SWIFT AND COMFORTABLE TRI P TO KARLOVY 
VARY WILL BE ARRANGED FOR YOU BY 

The Management of th e 
GRAND HOTEL MOSKVA (PUPP } 

Karlovy Vary - Mirove names t i 2 
Te lephone: 212 1 

Czechoslovak Travel Bureau 
CEDOK 

Prah a 2, Na prikope 18 
Te lephone: 22800 I, 223420, 224255 

AND ALL FOREIGN TRAVEL AND TOURIST BUREAUS 
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THE "VRiDLO" (SPRUDEL) OF KARLOVY VARY 
is not only a remarkable spring of hot mineral water gushing 
upwards under its own pressure from the bowels of the earth , 
it is also a ph enomenal spring which, for many centuries, has 
been returning lost health and new zest for life to those drinking 
its waters. 
It yields 2000 litres of hot water per minute at a temperature 
of 70° C, and gushes upwards to a height of IS metres. Royalty. 
famous and popular personalities from a ll over the world as well 
as simple folk have come here in search of renewed health. 
Among those who " drank to their health " were Czar Peter the 
Great; composers Joh ann Sebastian Bach, Beethoven, Weber, 
Chopin , Franz Liszt , Grieg, Dvo i'<ik, Fibich , Nicolo Paganini; 
writers Mickiewicz, Gogel, Tolstoy, T urgenyev, Chateaubriand , 
Karl Marx ; Emperors and Kings Charles VI, Franz Josef I, Queen 
Victoria of Sweden , Queen Olga of Greece, Czar Boris of Bul
garia, King Fou ad of Egypt and King Edward VII of Great Britain . 

N-08 • 11330 

K A R L 0 V Y V A R Y ( C A R L S B A D ), 

the world-famous spa, with 20,000 inhabitants, 
is the leading spa of the celebrated spa tri angle : 
Marianske Lazn e (Marienbad), Frantiskovy Lazne 
(Franzensbad) , and Karlovy Vary which lie in 
the north west of Bohemia. 
The history of Karlovy Vary, which goes back 
more than 600 years, continues to grow day 
by day because of the unique curative effects 
of the spa waters. 

There is a legend that the Karlovy Vary hot springs, which 
rise from the ground under their own pressure, were discovered 
by the Roman Emperor and Bohemian King , Charles IV (1310-
1378) during a stag hunt in the surrounding deep forests. 

Karlovy Vary is indicated fo r the treatment of gastric and in
testinal disorders , liver and biliary diseases, and metabolic 
disorders. Since time immemorial , the principal curative 
measure has been the famous spring waters and hot mineral 
spring (Vrfdlo) of Karlovy Va ry. The drinking cure is supplemented 
by douches , peat applications, hydrotherapy, electrotherapy, and 
special physical exercise in the many medical institutio ns . 
Karlovy Vary is celeb rated not only for its cure, but also for 
the high standard of its social life. Throughout the centuries 
personalities from all over the world have visited Karlovy Vary. 
The centre of social life in this spa is the Grand Hotel MOSKVA, 
formerly the PUPP Hotel. 
The history of this hotel is closely connected with the develop
ment of Kar lovy Vary into a world-famous spa. Right from the 
beginning, the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP) has been the home 
of royalty , maharajahs , high aristocracy, leading politicians, 
celebrated artists and scientists. And so it is a lso tod ay. Filled 
with guests, the hotel is a small world within itself. The hotel 
management has provided a head physician , diet nurse, and 
a staff of nurses for guests taki ng the cure. Sports lovers are 
provided with facilities for tennis , trap shooting, horse-back 
riding, sports flying, fishing, ice-skating, skiing, tourism and 
deer hunting. Hotel guests become honorary members of the 
Karlovy Vary Gold Club whose golf course is in close proximity 
to the spa. Sets of golf clubs are available for the use of hotel 
guests. During the summer season the popular Karlovy Vary 
steeplechases are held which are participated in by international 
racing studs. Also highly popular is greyhound racing. Rad iating 
from the hotel are 120 kilometres of well-kept paths leading to 
the lovely surroundings of the spa. At hunting lodges delightful 
picnics are held at camp fires . The spa itself is embedded in the 
magnificent verdure of forests and meadows. 
An event of great cultural importance in the social life of Karlovy 
Vary is the Internation al Film Festival which is held each year. 
During this period the cream of the international film world 
meets under the roof of the Grand Hotel MOSKVA (PUPP). 
The open-air Festival Cinema accommodates 8000 spectators. 

Art lovers will be interested in " Loket" the nearby mediaeval 
fortress. It is remarkably well preserved and in its large halls 
are housed State collections of old porcelain which are th e most 
va luable collections of their kind in Central Europe. 

I 
Published by the Management of the Grand Hote l MOSKVA (P.UPP):' 
Karlovy Vary. Design, text and graphic arrangement by Jiri Zavi'"e/ , 
Praha. Colour photographs by Jaros/av jirU , Photographic Deparcment 

I of the Chamber of Comme rce of Czechoslovakia. Printed by SEVERO. 
GRAFIA, National Corporation , Works 6, Turn ov. 
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I GRAND HOTEL MOSKVA-PUPP 
2 Annex CENTRAL HOTEL 
3 Annex ATLANTIC HOTEL 
4 Annex SEVASTOPOL HOTEL 
5 TURISTA , CEDOK, CZECHOSLOVAK 

AIRLINES 
6 Horni ncidrail (Upper Railway Station) 
7 Dolni niidraii (Lower Railway Station) 
8 Motorbus Terminal 
9 General Post Office 

10 OTAVA Hotel 
I I NARODN[ D0M 

(NATIONAL HOUSE) Hotel 
12 ] IZERA HOTEL 
13 VALENCIE HOTEL 

14 BRIX HOTEL 
IS Czechoslovak State Bank- Exchange 

Office 
16 Open-air cinema (for 8000 spectators) 
17 COLONADE (with springs: 

KAREL IV. (CHARLES IV.) , TRZN[ 
(MARKET) , and upper and lower 
ZAMECK'i' (CASTLE) 

18 Theatre 
19 Town Museum 
20 LAZN~ (BATHS) I 
21 LAZN~ (BATHS) Ill 
22 LAZN~ (BATHS) V 
23 Art Gallery 
24 RICHMOND Sanatorium 

1\'d vyht,;, 
Fucikovy .ady ~ 

Sl<o\o\ 

Moravska 

2S IMPERIAL Sanatorium 
26 Orthodox Church of Sc. Peter and 

St. Paul 
27 Church of St. Mary Magdalene 
28 Hospital 
29 "VRiDLO" (SPRUDEL) 
30 "KAREL IV. " (CHARLES IV) Spring 
31 "ML 'i'NSKY"(MILL) and " LIBUSIN Spr ings 
32 "RUSALCIN" (WATER NYMPH) 

and "SKALNi" (CLIFF) Springs 
33 "SVOBODY" (FREEDOM) Spring 
34 "SADOVY" (PARK) Spring 
3S " ZELEZNA TY " (IRON) Spring 
36 "Jeleni skok " (Stag Jump) 
37 DIANA Restaurant and Observation Tower 

Reslovo n•m. 

Pratsl<a s~ 

s 

38 Sr. LINHART Open-air Restauran t 
39 Charles IV Look-out Point 
40 "Tri krfi.e " (Three Crosses) 

Look-out Point 
41 Stalin's Observation Tower 
42 To the Air Pore 
43 Winter Stadium 
44 "Mir" (Peace) Sports Stadium 
45 To the Race Course 
46 To the Golf Course 
47 Tennis Courts 
48 Swimming Pool 
49 Cableway to "VY~ina pHtelstvi" 

(Friendship Height) 
50 TUZEX Department Store 



GRAND HOTEL 

MOS~VA 
» [p> lYJ [p> [p> « 
KARLOVY VARY 

GRAND HOTEL MOSKVA (PUPP), Karlovy Vary, Mirove 
namesti 2. Telephone : 2121 , 3200. Trunk calls : 4203, 
4423 . Telegrams : MOSKVA (PUPP) Karlovy Vary. Rail
way stations: Karlovy Vary, Hornf nadraii (Upper Station) 
and Dolni nadraii (Lower Station) . Airport : Karlovy Vary. 
Hotel taxi service. Microbuses. Hotel garages. Parking 
grounds. Barbers ' shop and Ladies ' hairdresser. Manicure, 
Pedicure. Beauty Salon . 
A total of 498 rooms. 8 su ites . All rooms have their own 
telephone, radio and , if desired , television set. Immaculate 
room service. 
FRENCH RESTAURANT - MIRROR RESTAURANT 
ROOM - GRILL ROOM - COFFEE ROOM - SMALL 
SALON - DAY BAR - BRIDGE ROOM - GARDEN 
RESTAURANT (for 700 peopl e) - GARDEN TERRACES 
(for 300 people) - FLORENTINA BAR - ARIZONA 
BAR - GRAND HALL FOR BALLS and CONCERTS 
(for 1000 people)- ENGLISH SALON - NAPOLEONIC 
SALON - THEATRE HALL - HOTEL PARK 
THE HOTEL HAS ITS OWN MEDICAL AND NURSING 
SERVICE FOR SPA GUESTS 

Annex 
CENTRAL HOTEL 

telephone : 4032 

ATLANTIC HOTEL 
telephone : 4715 

SEVASTOPOL HOTEL 
telephone : 4665 

THERE IS ONLY ONE 
GRAND HOTEL MOSKVA (PUPP) 

IN THE WORLD 

'il 

GRANDHOTEL 

M0$1r{VA 
» [p> lYJ [p> [p> « 
KARLOVY VARY 

telephone 2121 
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

LABORATORY FOR NUCLEAR SCIENCE 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Salk Institute 
La Jolla, California 

Dear Leo: 

CAMBRIDG E 39, MASS ACHUS ETTS 

12 March 19()4 

The enclosed material concerning both the last Pugwash Conference ~~t 
Udaipur and the next Conference in Karlsbad will, I hope, help you decide 
to attend the Karlsbad Conference. others who have already agreed include, 
in addition to those noted on the Karlsbad agenda, Paul Doty, Panofsky, 
Morgenthau, Ruina, and Kissinger. The individuals listed on the agenda 
have been designated as conveners for their working groups. They will 
be responsible for collecting material in advance and seeing that it is 
appropriately circulated. 

We are planning to have a meeting of the entire group on the weekend of 
May 9, in Cambridge. 

Looking forward to your response, 

BTF:gms 
Enc. 

With best regards, 

/~ 
Bernard T. Feld 
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Conference Preparation 

~~ r s. ·u • 

I ~ ' !\ •• 

1 ~ .!\ I!" }I ••• 

It is intended that papers for the Karlovy Vary Conference shall be prepared and 
circulated well in advance 0 with most of the key papers being available to the General Secretary 
by the end of June . To facilitate the preparation and exchange of papersD each national group 
is to designate one person who, in cooperation with the General Secretaryo will be responsible 
for the advance pr~arationa for the Conferehce in his country. 

In additiono it is suggested that the U. So and U. S. S. R. groups each designate9 in advance9 
5 con enersD one for each of the working groups on the Agenda: the General Secretary will 
designate 5 morep so that each working g.roltp will have. in advancep three specific individuals 
with responsibility for the accumulation and circulation of materials on each of the Agenda topics . 
The conveners will circulate papers in advance through the individuals in each country designated 
to aid the General Secretary in the Conference preparation. 



13th PUGWASH CONFERENCE ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

CONFERENCE ARRANGEMENTS IN KARLOVY VARY 

VENUE 

The meeting will be held in the Grand Hotel Moskva (Pupp) 
where all participants will also be accommodated. A booklet about the 
hotel is enclosed, 

TRAVEL 

Participants are asked to book .to Karlovy Vary. There 
are daily flights from Prague to Karlovy Vary at 8. 10 and ll. 40, also at 
15. 30 Mondays to Fridays, at 10. 10 on Saturdays and 17. 30 on Sundays. 
The flight time from Prague is 35 minutes. There are direct flights 
to Prague from many European capitals. 

CLIMATE 

Mild mountain climate; day-time temperature about 14°C; 
cool in the evening. 

CURRENCY 

There is a special tourist rate of exchange of approximately 
£1 = 40 KcS (Crown) or $1 = 14. 40 KcS. 

LOCAL ORGANIZATION 

The Conference Organizer is M.r. T. Nemec, Parizska ll, 
Praha 1, Czechoslovakia; Telegrams Pugwash Praha; Telephone 60280, 
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13TH PUGWASH CONFERENCE 
ON SCIENCE AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

KARLOVY-VARY, 13TH TO 19TH SEPTEMBER 1964 

"DISARMAMENT AND PEACE FUL COlLABORATION AMONG NATIONS 
--------------------· ·-·----~ 

Workin£_Q::_~up .}_ 
Measures fo l· (· educing t e nsions and the dan ge1· s of war , especially in 
Centr al Europe: 

(i) measures to p r event su r p r ise attack; 
(ii) demilita r ized and denuclea r ized zone s and the e limination of 

forei g n bases; 
(iii) non-aggress ion pact between NATO and War saw Pact countr ies. 

~_9_Eking_Qro:::p 2 

Current status of p ro posals fo r arms limitations: 

(i) extension of the test ban to include underground tests and the 
adhe rence of all states; 

(ii) ag r eements to p r event the spread of nuclear weapons and 
weapons technology. 

Progress towards compr ehensive disar mament: 

(i) cut off of production of nuclear missiles and weapons material, 
and negotiation of a minimum dete rrent or nuclear umbrella 
agree m ent; 

(ii) po ss ibl e e ffects of new tec hnological develo pments on the 
e limination of the arms race and the achievement of general 
an 1 c o1r" pL.:tt: d isarmament; 

(iii) n e w ide as . 

yj Ol:_kin_g_g_E_9UP_i 

Problems of collective security: 

(i) collec tive security - immediate probl e ms; 
(ii) methods for the peac e ful settlement of disputes; 
(iii) security in a disar med world. 

~~rki_::._g Gr_9up_~ 

Aims and methods for peaceful c o llabo ra.tion among nations: 

(i) r ol e of sc i e nc e and scientists in advancing the cause of peace; 
(ii) lopg-term cons e quences of disarmament on the development of 

sci e nce and technology. 



13th Pugwash Conference on Science and \Norl d Affairs 

Karlovy Vary, 13th- 19th September, 1964 

Please complete this form and return before l~t J~ 1964 to: 

The Secretary-General, 
Pugwash C ontinuing Committee, 
8 Asmara Road, 
London, N. W, 2. 

(Block letters please) NAME 

ADDRESS 

A. ACCOMMODATION 

l • I intend to bring my wife. 

2. I intend to bring ___ m e mbers of my family aged----------

3. If necessary to share a room I would prefer to share it with 

B. WORKING GROUPS 

l. I would like to be allocated to Wo rking Group No. 

1'/.:y second choice is Working Group No. 

2. I intend to prepare a paper pertaining to Working Group No . 

C. OTHER REQUESTS 

l. Special di e t (pleas e state) 

2 . Pre or post-conferenc e tours 

---· 

Please de tach this portion and return it when your travel arrangements are 
complete. 

1. I plan to arrive in Prague at on September, ------ ----
flight number /by rail/by car. 

2. I expect to arrive in Karlovy Vary at on September , ·----- ---
flight number /by rail/by car. 

NAME --------
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TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Participants and Advisors for the Pugwash-COSWA Conference 
in Czechoslovakia 

Ruth Adams 

May 21, 1964 

The meeting to consider draft papers has been scheduled Saturday, June 13 
in Cambridge. We meet in the Conference Room, third floor, of the Cambridge 
Electron Accelerator, 42 Oxford Street at 10:00 a.m. 

Attached is the summary of the discussion held May 9. Please note that all 
papers should be circulated in advance of the June 13 discussion. Send copies 
to Ruth Adams, 935 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60637 for duplication 
and mailing. 

You will receive from Professor Benjamin Brown a set of the papers prepared 
for the U.S.-USSR study group. They are confidential--not for general cir
culation. 

A representative from the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency will attend our 
Saturday meeting. 

The Soviet participants in the Study Group will not be available for dinner 
Saturday night as previously hoped. The weekend is a free one and many have 
arranged for visits outside Cambridge. 

If you wish hotel accommodations, Satu~d~y evening, please contact Bernard Feld. 

Attachments: U.S. Proposed Papers 
List of Convenors for Working Groups 
List of Soviet participants 



List of Soviet Participants for Pugwash-COSWA Conference 
in Czechoslovakia 

KARLOVY VARY: M. M. Dubin in 
A. P. Vinogradov 
I. E. Tannn 
A. N. Tupolev 
M. Rubinstein 
v. M. Chkhikvadze 

PRAGUE & KARLOVY VARY: v. P. Pavlichenko 
N. A. Talensky 
w. s. Emelyanov 
v. A. Kargin 
N. Bogolubov 
v. M. Khvostov 
L. A. Artsimovitch 
M. D. Millionshchikov 

--
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L.J 
May 21, 1964 

FIRST REPORT ON U.S. PAPERS FOR 13th Pugwash-COSWA CONFERENCE 

WORKING GROUP .!_: 

WORKING GROUP II: 
~~~~ ----- ---

WORKING GROUP III: -------

WORKING GROUP IV: ------

WORKING GROUP V: 

Measures for reducing tensions and the dangers of war, 
especially in Central Europe: 

a. measures to prevent surprise attack 
b. demilitarized and denuclearized zones and the 

elimination of foreign bases 
c. nonaggression pact between NATO and \varsaw Pact countries 

Proposed U.S. Papers: 
1. Hans J. Morgenthau on the Real Causes of Tension 

(Berlin, Central Europe) 
2. Kissinger and Meselson on the Polish Proposal-

the Warsaw Pact and NATO 

Current Status of Proposals for Arms Limitations 
a. extension of the test ban to include underground tests 

and the adherence of all states 
b. agreements to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and 

weapons technology 

Proposed U.S. Papers: 
1. Bernard Feld on nonproliferation 
2. Bomber Disarmament (a background paper by Jeremy Stone) 
3. The Freeze (a background paper by M. Goldberger) 
4. Alex Rich on Mutual Exchange and Controlled Disarmament 

Progress towards comprehensive disarmament 
a. cut off of production of nuclear missiles and weapons 

material and negotiation of a minimum deterrent or nu
clear umbrella agreement 

b. possible effects of new technological developments on 
the elimination of the arms race and the achievement 
of general and complete disarmament 

c. new ideas 

Proposed U.S. Papers: 
1. Frank Long on the Nuclear Umbrella 
2. Jack Ruina and w~ Panofsky on the ABM 

Problems of Collective Security 
a. collective security--immediate problems 
b. methods for the peaceful settlement of disputes 
c. security in a disarmed world 

Proposed U.S. Papers: 
1. J. Wiesner on Future Peacekeeping 
2. The veto and peacekeeping (background paper by Roger Fisher) 

Aims and methods for peaceful collaboration among nations 
a. role of science and scientists in advancing the cause of peace 
b. long-term consequences of disarmament on the development of 

science and technology 

Proposed U.S. Papers: 
1. Rabinowitch 
2. B. Glass on . ~cientific Data--Storage and _R~trieval 
j, Weisskopr on the High Energy Physics Accelerator (background) 
4. Ruina on Communications 
5. Doty on the Exchange Programs 
6. Revelle (background) 
7. Brown (background) 



CONTINUING COMMITTEE · .. · : . ...... . . ... 
. . . ~ - --·~·-· . ··- ... 

OF THE 
PUOWASH CONFERENCES ON SCIENC.E AND WORLD AFFAIRS 

· .· .. ' ':• I · ; T; ; '· 

; ·! 8 Asmai-a Road, 
London, N. W. 2. 

! ,· . \ .. 

From: The Secretary-General. 

·; . 
To: . . Coxw~ners of Working Groups at the 

Prague and Karlovy Vary Conference ~ 

. 7th May, 1964. 

The following have been nominated conveners of the We>rking Groups:~ 

F orking Group~- "Mea$ures for · redudng tensi ons and the dangers of war, 
e specially in Central Europe" . , ·•· 

Professor B. Glass 
John H()pkins Un.iversity, Baltimore 18,. Maryland, U, S~ A, 
Professor W, S, Em,elyanav· 
ul Vorovs"i<aja ol. 29/31 KV. 21, ·Mosco·w J-69, U~ S~ S, R •. 
M. Jules Mach · 
45 Allee de la Foret, La Celle St. Cloud, Seine et Oise, . France. : . .. 

Working Group 2 - "Current status of proposals for arms iimitations" 

Acad. L. A, · Artsimovitch 
Academy of Science, Leninsky Prospect 14, Moscow, U.S, S, R. 

.,. 

Professor A, Engstroem · . 
Dept. of Medical ' Physics, Karolinska Insthutet, Stockholm, S:weden~ . 
Professor B.· T~ Feld 

. , 

Laboratory ~or ,Nu.clear Scienc.e, Massachusetts In~-~it~te of Technology, 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts; u.S. A • 

. ~orking Group 3 ~ "Progress towards comprehensive disarmament'' 

Professor B. H. Flowers 
Dept. of Theoretical Physics, The University, Manchester 13, England. 
Professor F.A. Long · I , 

Dept. of Chemistry, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, U, S, A, 
Professor N. A, Talensky 
Academy of Science, Moscow, u.s. s. R • 

. -~!orking Group 4 ·" •:Problems of collective security" 

Professor V •. M. Khvostov 
Institute of History, Moscow, .U.S, S, ,R, .. 
Professor R, E. Peierls 

.t <c<·,,.,.,.1-f>l'>s--l). ~'~-i'"~ -J::.,.-\•'(0- G ·hi. .P~ <> f ' ~ H Ht, R~~-tR•· p. , l=-~g~.oJ..i,. 
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Working Group ·4 (Continued) 

Professor J. B. Wiesner 
Dean, Graduate School, Massachusetts 
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts, U, s .. A. 

Ins ti_t~te of -r:e chnolo gy, 
..;· 

. . . . ~ .. . 
Working Group 5 ·- ··iAirns · ·and methods for pea·ceful collaboration among nations' 1 

Acad. :t' Malek . 

Cze choslovak Pugwash Committee, Parizska 11, Praha 1, Czechoslovakia, 

.Profe ssor C. F ~ Powell . 
H, H. Wills Physical Laboratory, Royal Fort, Bristol 8, England. 
Professor E. Rabinowitch 
Dept. of Botany, Uniye rsity of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois, U.S • .P,_ .• . 

Professor M. Rubinstein 
Institute of World Ecqnomics & International Relations, 2 Ta~pslawakaja . 

I . 

St. K8, Moscow, U.S.S.R. 

Conveners from each group are asked to communicate .with each other about 
a de tailed agenda for the · discussions in their groups at the Prague Confe.r e nce; 

I should like to receive the agreed agendas from the conveners as early. as . 
possible so that I can circulate them to the participants.. I should also be 

g rateful for suggestions about the programme for the Preparatory Conference in 
Prague . . 

The co-ordinators for correspondence between participants in the 
conference are :-

U.S.S.R. - Acad. M.D. Millionshchikov, Academy of Science, Moscow. 

U.S.A. -Mrs. Ruth Adams, 935 East 60t~ Str_~~_1: , -~?.~ca~o _ 37, Illinois. 

Other countries - Central Office (.8 Asmara Road, London, N. W. 2)~ 

· . . 

J. Rotblat 

;, . 

I, o' 

.... 
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